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Modular Segregation of Functional Cell Classes Within the
Postcentral Somatosensory Cortex of Monkeys
Abstract. The distribution of two functionally distinct cell types, presumably
related to slowly and rapidly adapting mechanoreceptors in the skin, was explored
within the representation of the glabrous hand in area 3b of the somatosensory
cortex of monkeys. The two cell classes lie in relatively segregated alternating
anteroposterior bands within the middle layers of the cortex.

One of the most basic andfundamental
concepts of how the brainis organizedis
thatthe majorsubdivisions-the cortical
areasand subcorticalnuclei-are further
divided into partially isolated local circuit units or modules of neurons united
by a common task. This concept was
first formalized when Mountcastle (1)
proposedthat the somatosensorycortex
is divided into a mixture of different
types of narrow vertical columns, 0.5
mm or less in diameter, extending perpendicularlythroughthe cortical layers.
Each column was characterizedby neurons having similar overlapping receptive fields on the body surface and reponsiveness to a single submodalityof
somatosensory stimulation. It was suggested that a single or small group of
thalamocortical fibers, activated by a
single type of peripheral stimulation
(such as joint rotation, manipulationof
"deep" body tissue, hairmovements, or
pressure on the skin) at a single body
location in turn activates a narrowvertical column of cells, and that adjacent
cortical columns are activated by different types of stimulation. The observations that led to this formalizationwere
that verticalmicroelectrodepenetrations
in the somatosensorycortex of cats conSCIENCE,VOL. 212, 29 MAY 1981

sistently encounteredcells responsive to
the same submodalityof somatosensory
stimulationand had overlappingreceptive fields. Slanting electrode penetrations, however, revealed short progressions of neurons activated by one submodality interruptedby short progressions of neurons activated by another
submodality,as well as shifts in receptive field locations. Such observations
have been made repeatedly by many
investigators for cortex responsive to
sensory stimuli, and there is wide agreementthatthe sensory cortex is organized
into "columns" or "modules." The
question that remains is, How is any
particularcortical area divided into columns? More specifically, What are the
types of columns, what are the sizes and
shapesof these columns, and how do the
differenttypes of columns relate to one
another?
The region of the cortex where this
question has been best answered is the
striate cortex (area 17) of monkeys,
where the precise distributionsof ocular
dominancecolumns and orientationcolumns have been demonstrated (2). In
regions other than the striate cortex,
investigations of modular organization
have been hinderedto some extent by a

lack of detailedknowledgeof how sensory surfacesare representedin the particular cortical region (3). Until recently,
for example, the postcentralsomatosensory cortex of monkeys containing the
four architectonically distinct zonesareas 3a, 3b, 1, and 2-was thought to
contain a single representation of the
body and a complex mixture of somatosensory submodalities. It now appears
that each architectonicfield constitutes a
separate representationof the body re,ceiving input from a limited subset of
peripheralreceptortypes (4, 5). Area 3a
seems to receive thalamic input related
to muscle receptors, and area 2 is activated by thalamic input related to joint
and other deep body receptors. Areas 3b
and 1 each form detailed topographic
representationsof the body surface, and
each appearsto be exclusively or nearly
exclusively activatedby varioustypes of
cutaneous receptors.
Because the somatotopic organizations of areas 3b and 1 are now known in
detail, it is possible to perform experiments designed to reveal the modular
organizationof these areas. Our limited
startin this directionhas been to explore
systematicallyall of the cortex in area 3b
devoted to a single fingerof the hand to
see how neurons activated by particular
receptortypes are distributed.We hoped
that an understandingof how these inputs are representedin the cortex devoted to the glabrousskin of a single finger
would generate a testable hypothesis of
how these inputs are organizedthroughout area 3b.
The two basic receptor types in the
skinof primatesare slowly adapting(SA)
receptors, which respond tonically to a
maintainedindentation of the skin surface, and rapidly adapting (RA) receptors, which respond phasically only at
the onset and offset of applied steady
stimuli(6). Ourmappingstudiesrevealed
that areas 3b and 1 of monkeys contain
inputfrom both classes of receptors. We
found two types of neurons (Fig. IA).
Both types have phasic responses at
stimulus onset and often at offset; one
type also has tonic responses while a
stimulus indents the skin for a maintained period of time. This type of neuron must receive significantinput from
peripheralSA receptorsand is termedan
SA cortical neuron. The other type can
be most easily related to RA receptors
and is termed an RA cortical neuron. In
detailed single and multiple unit studies
of the representation of the glabrous
hand digits in area 3b, we have found
that SA and RA neurons are grouped
separately in largely anteroposterior
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bands. The skin surface also appears
representedseparatelyin the context of
each cell type.
Experiments were performed on six

electrode penetrationswere spaced I100
to 200 iLmapart,and recordingsseparrated by as much as 200 pimin depth w4ere
made in each penetration.Most recordowl monkeys (Aotus trivirgatus) and ings were from single neurons, but in
nine cynomolgusmonkeys (Macacafas- order not to omit recording locations,
cicularis (7). Similar results were ob- multiunit responses were recorcled
tained from both species. The experi- whenever single units could not be fuilly
mentalapproachwas to characterizethe isolated. Receptive fields were defiried
response mode of neurons as SA or RA carefully and noted at every recording
in a closely spaced grid of penetrations site, and peristimulus time histograLms
perpendicularto the cortical surfaceand were obtainedto yield an objective meacovering all of the representationof the sure of neuronresponse type.
The first important observation vvas
glabrousskin of a single digit. The representation of digit 3 or 4 was usually that individual perpendicularelectrc)de
chosen for study. Typically, individual penetrationsencounteredeitheronly ]RA
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Fig. 1. (A) Peristimulustime histogramsobtainedfrom two types of neuronsin area 3b of the
somatosensorycortex, which is presumedto receive slowly adapting(top)andrapidlyadaptting
(middle)receptorinput. Trace at bottom shows waveformof stimulusapplication.Indentaton
depth, 700 pm;rise and fall times, 25.5 msec; indentationtime, 1 second. Both cell types shlOW
vity
highrates of dischargeat stimulusonset and offset and a briefperiodof suppressionof actin
afterward.The SA cell also exhibits a tonic discharge through the duration of stimuilus
indentation.Histogrambin width, 5 msec; 25 stimuluscycles. (B) Hand representationwitthin
area3b of somatosensorycortex in the owl monkey. Digits I to 5 are representedin orderfr'om
lateral to medial. Shaded aeas show representationof the dorsal finger skin. Digit tips are
representedat the rostralborderof the representation,while proximalportionslie progressiv
caudal.(C)Electrodepenetrationswithinand aroundthe digit4 representationin area3b of owl
)ns.
monkey80-40.Closed circles denote SA penetrationsandopen circles denoteRA penetratic
Crosses denote 'penetrationsin which cells were not activated by cutaneous stimuli and
demarcatethe borderof area 3b fromarea 3a. Arrowsdenote penetrationsin whichthe SA and
RA neurons of (A) were recorded. Some large blood vessels in the region are shown
reference.(D) Representationof digit4 obtainedfrompenetrationsin (C). Regionsrepresentthe
digit tip; the distal, middle, and proximaldigit phalanges;and the regionsof SA and RA cells
withinthe middlecortical layers.
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neurons or largely SA neurons. In SA
penetrations, SA cells were found predominantlyin the middle layers of cortex, presumably close to the thalamic
input. However, neurons without any
obvious SA componentwere also found
in the SA penetrations, usually above
and below the middle layers. In RA
penetrations,only RA cells were found
regardlessof recordingdepth, but neurons were most easily drivenin the middle corticallayers. Thus, it appearsthat
SA and RA thalamicinputsare segregated as they terminatein the middlelayers
of the cortex and that SA propertiesare
not always detected in neurons above
and below the region of direct SA input.
The second importantobservationwas
that SA and RA penetrationswere not
randomlydistributedacross the cortex,
but were clustered together to form
slowly adapting and rapidly adapting
cortical bands similar to ocular dominance or orientationbands in the striate
cortex (2) or summation-suppression
bandsin the primaryauditorycortex (3).
The bands tended to extend in a rostralto-caudaldirection,in the same direction
as the glabroussurfacesof the fingersare
representedfrom distal to proximal on
the cortex.
The arrangementof the slowly and
rapidly adapting bands in the cortical
representationof digit 4 in area 3b of an
owl monkeyis shown in Fig. 1. Details of
the representationof area 3b representing the glabrousdigits of the hand, along
with that of the rest of the body, are
availableelsewhere (4, 5). Figure ID can
be viewed as a slice throughthe middle
layers of cortex parallel to the cortical
surface, showing the modular segregation of two functional cell classes. The
exact positions of the SA and RA bands
vary in the representationsof particular
digits in individualanimals. In Fig. ID,
one SA bandis flankedby two RA bands
withinthe representationof digit 4. Other patternsobserved have been separate
SA bands predominantlyat the edges of
a digit representationand an RA bandin
the center and a central SA band bifurcating and flankingan RA band. Bands
appearto be continuousacross the representationsof adjacent digits. The SA
bands are narrowcaudally but flare out
rostrally where the distal phalanx and
digittip are represented.The SA and RA
band widths vary from 200 to 600 pm.
The entire digit skin appears to be
separately represented by RA and SA
cells, as judged by receptive field size
andoverlap.In Fig. ID, for example, SA
cells had large receptive fields on the
proximaland middle phalanges-on the
SCIENCE,VOL. 212

orderof an entire phalanx-whereas RA
cells had smallerreceptive fields-on the
order of half a phalanx in size. Field
centers for SA cells on the proximaland
middlephalangeswere centrallylocated
on the digit, whereas those for RA cells
favored the radial and ulnar aspects of
the digit. Receptive fields for RA cells,
however, overlappedthe centralportion
of the digit. Withinthe distalphalanxand
digit tip representation,in contrast, the
receptivefields for SA cells were smaller
than receptive fields for RA cells. An
inverse relation between receptive field
area and cortical area of reprsentation,
which held generallyover largerregions
of the area 3b representation(8), also
seemed to hold withinthe finerorganization of the area 3b map.
We regard these observations as an
importantstep in the understandingof
the modularorganizationof the somatosensory cortex. In a sense, the four
architectonicstrips 3a, 3b, 1, and 2 constitute the initial functional subdivisions
of the somatosensory cortex, each receiving different submodal inputs systematicallyfromthe entirebody surface.
This study suggeststhat area 3b receives
predominantlycutaneousinput(9) and is
furtherdivided into alternatingbands of
neuronsrelatedprincipallyto the SA and
RA cutaneous receptor types. The skin
surface is representedseparatelyby the
neurons in each functional class. We
have shown previously that the cortical
area that would representa point on the
skin within the area 3b representationin
owl monkeys is 500 to 600 p.min diameter (8). The dimensions of SA and RA
bands obtainedin this study are consistent with the hypothesis of a point's being
subservedby both afferenttypes. Alternately, the cortical area that would represent a region of skin the size of a
receptivefieldis 1 to 1.2 mm in diameter.
Such an area would contain approximately one set of adjoiningSA and RA
bands.This concept of corticalorganization for area 3b of primates is directly
analogousto the concept of oculardominance columns being combined in "hypercolumns"in area 17 of monkeys (2)
and does not preclude the existence of
other segregatedfeatures of cortical organizationin area 3b such as the orientation columns in area 17.
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Human Homing: An Elusive Phenomenon
Abstract. Recent experiments suggest an ability of blindfolded humans transported from home to indicate the direction of displacement. Attempts to replicate these
results have been unsuccessful.

Baker has recently reported experiments that indicate an ability in humans
to navigatewithoutinstrumentsor celestial cues (1). Baker transported blindfolded high school and college students
in buses and vans over indirectroutes to
"release" sites 6 to 52 km away and
asked them, while they were still blindfolded, eitherbefore or afterthey left the
van, to name or write down their estimate of either the compass direction of
home or of the site from home. The
students were moderately accurate in
their estimates, displayinga mean error
of only 47? (compared to 90? to be expected on the basis of chance alone),
with mean vector lengths (a measure of
the degree of consistency of estimates
between subjects)in the rangeof 0.38 to
0.75 (where 0.0 indicates complete randomness and 1.0 represents perfect
agreement).The possibility of such distributionsarisingby chance is less than 1
percent. Curiouslyenough, the ability of
his subjects actually to point in the
homewarddirection or write down the
directionof travel on any individualleg
of thejourney was only marginal;and on
journeys with multiplestops, individuals
who were poorly oriented at, for example, 10 km were as likely to be correct at
15 and 20 km as that subset which had
been well orientedearlier(2). Bakeralso
found that the accuracy of naming or
writing the homeward bearing was reMRIGANKA SUR
duced if his subjects wore magnetsrathJOHNT. WALL er thanequivalentweights on their blindfolds.
Departmentof Psychology,
VanderbiltUniversity,
In view of the exciting natureof these
Nashville, Tennessee 37240
results, we have tried on eight separate
JON H. KAAS occasions to repeat Baker's experiments
Departments of Psychology and
(3). In the first attempt, 40 Princeton
Anatomy, Vanderbilt University
undergraduates(essentially all of whom
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lag, New York, 1973),vol. 2, pp. 29-78. We have
not attemptedto distinguishthe influenceof two
types of SA receptors on cortical neurons; the
rapidlyadaptingPacinianreceptors relay information to area 1 but not to area 3b of the
somatosensorycortex (4).
7. Methodsof preparationand recordingwere similarto those describedby Merzenichet al. (4). For
constructionof peristimulustime histograms,25
or 50 I-second step indentationswere delivered
by an electromechanicalstimulatorwith a tip
diameterof 1 mm.
8. M. Sur, M. M. Merzenich,J. H. Kaas, J. Neurophysiol. 44, 295 (1980).
9. We have been unableto find any clear evidence
of columns or bands within area 3b that are responsive to inputfrom noncutaneousreceptors.

had lived in Princeton for at least 2
years) wearing double-layered velour
blindfolds and black felt hoods were
transported in a school bus and two
vans, whose windows were covered with
aluminumfoil to reduce solar cues, over
a circuitous path (route I in Fig. 1) to a
location 20 km from Princeton(site 1 in
Fig. 1). Half of the students wore alnico
magnets attached to their blindfoldsapproximately between their eyes-very
near the site proposed by Baker for a
humanmagnetic sense organ (2)-while
the others wore equivalentweights. The
magnets produced fields at least as
strongas those used by Baker, and, as in
Baker's experiments, both magneticpolaritieswere used. The two groups were
kept segregatedto avoid any effects the
magnets might have on the control subjects, and no one knew whether they
wore magnets or weights. The students
wrote down their estimate of the compass directionof home. The mean vector
of the controlgroupwas 98?left of home,
and the orientationwas not statistically
significant(Fig. 1). The mean vector of
the magnet wearers (data not shown)
was moreaccuratelydirected-12? to the
rightof the homewardbearing-although
the mean vector length of 0.27 was again
not statisticallysignificant.Pointingwas
also random:a meanvector of 0.14 at 78?
left for controls and 0.10 at 42? left for
those with magnets. There was no effect
of being transportedin a van compared
to the bus, nor was there any effect of
seatingposition in either type of vehicle.
These results provide no supportfor the
hypothesis that humans can determine
the direction of displacement or sense
the earth's magneticfield.
The second test involved 15 graduate
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